An idiom is a phrase that means something different than the words read in order. A proverb is a short saying that expresses a general truth.

Read each sentence below to determine if it’s an idiom or a proverb. Write I for an idiom or P for a proverb on each line.

_____ A friend in need is a friend indeed.

_____ This is a piece of cake.

_____ She cuts corners.

_____ Another day, another dollar.

_____ Don’t steal my thunder.

_____ Let me make a long story short.
An **idiom** is a phrase that means something different than the words read in order. A **proverb** is a short saying that expresses a general truth.

Read each sentence below to determine if it’s an idiom or a proverb. Write **I** for an idiom or **P** for a proverb on each line.

- **P** A friend in need is a friend indeed.
- **I** This is a piece of cake.
- **I** She cuts corners.
- **P** Another day, another dollar.
- **I** Don’t steal my thunder.
- **I** Let me make a long story short.